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The 10th GPCA Supply Chain Conference took place in Dubai 
on 8 -10 May, 2018 under the theme ‘Collaboration for growth: 
A cultural transformation’. The conference addressed topics of 
organizational health and culture, and focused on collaboration 
as a key driver of growth and a cornerstone of supply chain 
transformation. Recent studies suggest that more than 80% 
of organizations globally agree that increasing collaboration 

About the conference
with internal and external stakeholders can drive bottom 
line results and reduce costs of supply chain functions. This 
important regional petrochemical industry event covered a 
wide range of topics cutting across global trends, technology 
disruptions, collaboration, business optimization, procurement, 
organizational culture and fascinating case studies from around 
the region and globally.
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“I was very happy to be among all those 
experts from the industry and I congratulate 
GPCA on the 10th anniversary of its Supply 
Chain Conference, driving continuous 
success for the chemical industry in the 
Arabian Gulf.”

Mohammed Al Muallem, CEO and MD, DP 
WORLD UAE Region, and CEO – JAFZA
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“What attracted me to the conference was 
the theme which focused on collaboration. I 
enjoyed sharing and learning from others in 
the region and all around the world.”

Dr. Robert de Souza, Executive Director, 
The Logistics Institute - Asia Pacific

Supply chains are becoming increasingly more complex facing 
higher volatility, uncertainty and risk. Fluctuating demands 
and the high pace of business are challenging the operational 
capabilities of organizations not just in the GCC but globally. 
Against the backdrop of a rapidly evolving business landscape, 
speakers at the 10th GPCA Supply Chain Conference 
emphasized the importance of stakeholder collaboration in 
order to address the risks that could have implications for 
business continuity. The two-day conference saw speakers 
identify collaboration as a key driver of growth and business 
transformation, enabling cost efficiencies and reducing 
disruption.

With the chemical industry in the Arabian Gulf being largely 
export-oriented, the supply chain is an integral element of its 
operations. The success of the regional industry is underpinned 
by effective supply chain management, which has a direct 
impact on its profitability. Increasing collaboration with internal 

and external stakeholders can improve bottom-line results and 
reduce the risks and costs of supply chain functions, speakers 
said.

Throughout the event, technological advancements such as 
autonomous vehicles, 3D printing, IoT, advanced robotics, Big 
Data, etc. and identifying and retaining talent to implement 
digital and analytics to understand them, were identified as 
pressure points within the global supply chain industry. A 
dedicated workshop on day zero addressed the opportunities 
and challenges in supply chain human capital and talent 
management. The importance of talent was further emphasized, 
with the 7th edition of GPCA’s Leaders of Tomorrow program, 
powered by SABIC, taking place alongside the conference 
and providing students from across the GCC with a valuable 
opportunity to network with senior industry leaders and learn 
about the career opportunities within the chemical industry in the 
GCC. 

Executive summary 
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The 10th GPCA Supply Chain Conference attracted 265 
delegates from 96 companies in 15 countries. Of these, 30 
were from academia and 19 were speakers who participated 
in six engaging industry sessions cutting across global trends, 

technology disruptions and collaboration, business optimization, 
procurement, organizational culture and fascinating case studies 
from around the region and globally.

The conference in 
numbers

Delegates

Companies

Sessions AcademiaSpeakers

Countries

265

96

5 3019

15
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Speakers

Mohammed 
Al Muallem

CEO and MD, DP World UAE 
Region and CEO, JAFZA

Raffaele Breschi

Associate Partner, McKinsey & 
Company

Rana Basu

Director Energy and 
Consulting, ConsenSys

Mark 
Geilenkirchen

CEO, SOHAR Port and 
Freezone 

Tracey Tops

Business Analysis Manager- 
Aviation Group Procurement, 

Etihad Airways

rabie Boujedain

Planning and Business 
Development Manager, 

S.A. Talke

Dr. Robert de 
Souza

Executive Director, The 
Logistics Institute - Asia Pacific 

(TLI - Asia Pacific)

Dr. Antonie 
Potgieter

VP Center of Excellence, 
Borouge

John Calder

Partner- Supply Chain and 
Procurement Practice, Baringa 

Partners

Darryl Judd

COO, Logistics Executive 
Group

Marcus Meissner

Managing Partner (Middle 
East, Africa and Asia), Camelot 

Management Consultants 
Middle East DMCC

Gregory thomas 
grocholski

VP Internal Audit Department, 
SABIC

Mohammed Al Muallem, CEO and Managing Director, DP 
World UAE Region and CEO, JAFZA, delivered the first keynote 
address on day one. His presentation was followed by another 
keynote address from Dr. Robert de Souza, Executive Director, 
The Logistics Institute - Asia Pacific, who brought a refreshed 

outlook on the importance in supply chain collaboration. The 
discussions continued on day two, with Mark Geilenkirchen, 
CEO, SOHAR Port and Freezone, highlighting the changing 
nature of collaboration across supply chain bases and 
organizations.
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Yahya Al Marzooqi

Sr. Advisor to the CEO, 
Borouge

Thomas Rings

Partner-Dubai, A.T. Kearney 
Middle East

Danielle van de 
berg

Vopak Asia and Middle East

Bassel El Dabbagh

CEO, Agility (Abu Dhabi) PJSC

Dr. Salah Suood 
Al-Eissa

Director of Global Learning, 
SABIC Academy

Ahmad AlKout

Integrated Supply Chain 
Planning Director – Liquids, 

EQUATE

Richard Verity

Partner,  McKinsey & Company

Marwan Martin 
Moubarak

MD, Industrium Group

Hongtao Shao

General Manager, Sinotrans 
Almajdouie Middle East 

Company

Moderator
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Collaboration for growth: 
A cultural transformation

In his keynote address, Mohammed Al Muallem, CEO and 
Managing Director, DP WORLD UAE Region and CEO, JAFZA, 
highlighted the drivers for collaboration to meet future challenges 
and growing demand from export markets. He said: “Industry’s 
demand is forecasted to increase by 2030 off the back of key 
drivers such as Asia’s population which is projected to double. 
The largest demand growth will come from Asian countries, 
which will account for 60% of the middle class globally and 40% 
of total chemicals demand.” With global supply chains becoming 
increasingly complex and diverse, the need of the hour is 
increased value and efficiencies underpinned by effective cross 
stakeholder collaboration, he added. Chemical producers would 
also need to adopt a holistic view of the industry to cater to the 
increasing demand and constant change of customer needs. 
Currently, transportation and warehousing costs represent 5% 
and 3.5% respectively of chemical sales. Greater collaboration 
can add more value to the supply chain, help achieve higher 
efficiencies and drive down cost. Al Muallem also highlighted 
the role of robust and reliable information exchange using 
smart solutions, enhancing connectivity, developing solutions 
in collaboration with supply chain partners and investing in 
industrial clusters, logistics, commodity and trade zones. 

The next keynote speaker, Dr. Robert de Souza, Executive 
Director, The Logistics Institute - Asia Pacific, told the audience 
that risk management will be key to predict future challenges 
and ensure the resilience of the region’s supply chain industry. 
Nevertheless, supply chain disruptions will continue to occur 
both upstream and downstream, affecting companies’ top 
and bottom line results. Companies are now investing in risk 
mitigation strategies to minimize the impact on their businesses. 
A comprehensive supply chain risk management framework 
consists of four key elements: 1) gaining a deep understanding 
of their supply chain to identify risk 2) implementing business 
continuity plans 3) taking a more active role across their supply 
chains to ensure their suppliers have enough capacity to deliver 
4) avoiding overreliance on a single supplier or region within 
the supply chain. De Souza also highlighted the importance 
of comprehensive supply chain risk management investment, 
saying research in Southeast Asia has shown that many 
companies are robust and resilient on their own. However, these 
companies’ supply chains face serious risks, and collaboration is 
needed to achieve better risk management and agility.
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The final presentation of session one showcased 
an innovative example of collaboration in a typical 
supply chain. Bassel El Dabbagh, CEO, Agility (Abu 
Dhabi), and Marwan Martin Moubarak, MD, Industrium 
Group, proposed a collaboration initiative between 
GPCA members (plastics manufacturers and logistics 
companies) to transition from single-use wooden 
pallets to multi-use plastic pallets. Currently, most 
GPCA member companies use one-way, single-use 
wooden pallets for their material handling process. 
This represents over 10 million wooden pallets per 
year. GCC countries are not wood producers, hence 
the increased environmental impact of wood being 
shipped to GCC to produce the pallets. Wooden 
pallets have several associated technical challenges in 
terms of strength, durability and hygiene requirement. 
At customer premises, wooden pallets are likely to be 
an inconvenience in terms of handling and residual 
value. The transition from single use wooden pallets 
to multi-use plastic pallets could transform the way 
supply chains have been working, achieving costs 
savings, favorable environmental impact and a 
reduction in the operational complexities that come 
with using wooden pallets.

Key drivers for performance

The second session provided valuable insights into innovation 
and digitization as key drivers for performance enhancement. 
Greg Grocholski, VP and Chief Audit Executive, SABIC, kicked 
off the session with an in-depth look at the opportunities and 
challenges that come with introducing new technologies. 
He shared the journey of technology, from the mainframe 
computers introduced in 1975 to recent innovations such as 
blockchain, describing the exponential growth of computing 
over the past century. The first and most important step in 
supply chain digital transformations is to overcome shifts in 
underlying mindsets and behaviors. Almost all jobs in the 
future will be affected by augmented intelligence. However, 
as the technology develops, the risk of security breaches also 
increases significantly. Laws, police and governance will not 
be enough; instead companies must collaborate with key 
stakeholders to improve the resilience of their supply chain. 
Digital transformation has abstracted human trust from the 
supply chain equation – but enterprises have not adapted to 
this change. Therefore, there is a growing emphasis on cyber 
security, vetting of suppliers and fraud governance.

In the second half of session two, Dr. Antonie Potgieter, 
VP, Center of Excellence, Borouge, presented a success 
story of supply chain management thriving in a culture of 
innovation. Center of Excellence has played a critical role 
in bringing this cultural change to Borouge, driving a 40% 
reduction in operating costs. Successful center of excellence 
deployment needs strong cross-organizational collaboration 
as well as shared key performance indicators between 
functions, Dr. Potgieter told delegates. Some of the key supply 
chain challenges include new digital technologies, growing 
protectionism, changes in the global trade pattern, long and 
complex supply chains, market volatility, regulatory requirement 
and consolidation of the shipping industry. 

Defining the next paradigm for supply 
chains

According to Rana Basu, Director, Energy and Consulting, 
Consensys, “blockchain will transform the world the way 
internet did many years back”. He highlighted the need for 
an organizational readiness toolkit for enterprise blockchain 
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adoption. The introduction of blockchain could improve the 
commodity logistics industry through better resolution of claims, 
and reduction in reconciliation efforts through smart contracts 
and increased compliance with public ledgers. Releasing 
sensitive data to blockchain backed systems with controlled 
visibility to parties could be a game changer. This will result in 
better accuracy of forecast and optimized utilization resulting 
in higher ROI, Basu said. However, there are still operational 
challenges associated with the adoption of blockchain 
technology such as confidentiality, visibility and legal liability, but 
the benefits will be significant, he said.

Tracey Tops, Business Analysis Manager, Procurement 
and Supply Management, Etihad Airways, showed how 
collaboration in procurement can enable spend transparency 
across the value chain. Creating spend transparency involves 
going beyond analysis of invoiced spend to obtaining end 
to end visibility throughout the purchasing cycle. Spend 
transparency emphasizes on collecting and analyzing data that 
will result in enhancement across four business areas including 
sourcing, procurement, contracting and payment process.

Richard Verity, Partner, McKinsey & Company, said that there 
is a paradigm shift happening in the global supply chain as 
digital technology is increasingly adopted. The digitization 
of supply chain includes the use of data and computational 
power, analytics and intelligence, human-machine interaction, 
and digital-to-physical conversion. Digital adoption will secure 
new levels of connectivity, optimization and automation, 
Verity said. Its application in creating accurate daily demand 

forecasts could simplify replenishment and channel supply 
chain optimization. Gathering the data is one challenge but 
so is creating a context for how it can be used to achieve 
untapped optimization opportunities, he clarified. There needs 
to be business sense and a problem statement behind the use 
of digital solutions and data analytics, Verity added. Day one 
was concluded by an interactive panel session, discussing the 
potential of blockchain, the challenges posed and the risks 
associated with adopting the emerging technology.

United we stand

In his keynote address on day two, Richard Geilenkirchen, 
CEO, SOHAR Port and Freezone, discussed the changing 
nature of collaboration across supply chain bases and 
organizations. He explained how cultural obstacles prevent 
many collaboration ideas that make sense in theory from being 
implemented. As every product is the result of the combination 
of the various components of their respective supply chains, 
the processes and stages involved in creating and transporting 
a final product are highly complex, Geilenkirchen said. Sohar 
Port is working toward breaching barriers between the different 
enterprises operating in its port and the free zone, he said, 
adding that location, accessibility, stability and support are the 
key ingredients for businesses to grow.

Marcus Meissner, Managing Partner (Middle East, Africa 
& Asia), Camelot Management Consultants Middle East 
DMCC, covered the One Belt One Route (OBOR) initiative, its 
objectives, progress and future outlook. Meissner highlighted 
OBOR’s instrumental role in connecting major Asian and 
European economies through trade, infrastructure and 
investment which will boost Middle East’s and Africa’s role in 
the global chemical industry and enable its further growth. 
China is the largest foreign investor and major contractor in 
Middle East and North Africa with investment in excess of USD 
150 billion for the period 2015-2017. Interest in the Middle 
East’s logistics infrastructure will grow, as market players seek 
to tap into the growing demand in Africa.

The dynamic industry landscape and new technology 
enablement can create true supply chain collaboration, said 
John Calder, Partner, Supply Chain and Procurement Practice, 
Baringa Partners. Dynamic industry landscapes constitute a 
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new focus on supply chain collaborations. Digital enablement 
is transforming supply chains and enabling easier collaboration 
between different entities. Technology collaboration and asset 
sharing are gaining prominence, with businesses offering supply 
chain as a service and subsidizing operating costs.

Collaboration for growth

Successfully transforming today’s supply chain into the supply 
chain of the future is a complex proposition. It requires a unified 
organizational culture. Various supply chain synergies can be 
generated from M&A activity, according to Ahmad Al-Kout, 
Integrated Supply Chain Planning Director, Liquids at EQUATE. 
Too much focus on immediate or near-term cost synergies 
could overshadow the importance of retaining an experienced, 
skilled workforce, said Al-Kout. Supply chains are complex 
and dynamic, with specialized people driving different parts 
of the business, he said, so developing a common and clear 
understanding of end-to-end supply chains is a key success 
factor in delivering organizational value.

Setting organizational change into action requires the right 
culture and environment in place. In the last session of the 

event, Rabie Boujedain, Planning and Business Development 
Manager, S.A. Talke, said that change management is key to 
transforming supply chain organization. Boujedain elaborated 
on how change management can be utilized to pave the 
way for transformation while ensuring sustainability. Change 
management incorporates the organizational tools to manage 
the people side of business, resulting in the adoption and 
realization of change. Boujedain categorizes the process 
of change into three phases: the ‘Unfreeze’ phase ensures 
employees are ready for change; the ‘Change’ phase executes 
the intended change; and the ‘Refreeze’ phase ensures 
sustainability of change.

At the end of day two, Dr. Abdulwahab Al-Sadoun, Secretary 
General, GPCA, gave his closing remarks. He highlighted 
the export-oriented nature of the chemical industry and the 
vital role supply chain plays in its global competitiveness; any 
improvement related to efficiency, cost and optimization will 
be reflected in the company’s bottom line results, he added. 
The logistics performance index is improving for most GCC 
countries, which is a promising sign, he said, but there is room 
for further improvement.
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The main conference was preceded by an afternoon workshop 
on human capital and talent management in supply chain. The 
focus was on strategic approach to talent management in the 
digital age, and the use of digital technologies and analytics to 
effectively and efficiently manage talent. Tools used at various 
companies as well as the impact realized were also highlighted. 
The workshop brought together five industry experts to discuss 
supply chain organizational design, organizational health as a 
driver for performance, managing talent and people analytics. 

Darryl Judd, COO, at Logistics Executive Group, kicked off the 
workshop with a look at “rethinking supply chain organizational 
design”. Judd emphasized the need for the industry to evolve 
to meet customer expectations amid the introduction of 
emerging technologies such as artificial intelligence (AI). The 
way organizations work, adapt and evolve will determine their 
competitiveness and success in fulfilling the needs of the 
market, Judd told delegates. He also added that supply chain 
organizations must evolve from being service providers to 
becoming reliant partners, gaining equal footing with other key 
functions in the industry. 

Workshop: Human capital 
and talent management in 
supply chain

The pace of technological disruptions is increasingly 
led by technological advancements such as 
autonomous vehicles, 3D printing, IoT, advanced 
robotics, etc. impacting talent and employees 
worldwide. Research shows that 50% of the activities 
that people are paid to do in the global economy 
have potential to be automated, with Middle East 
slightly below, at 45%. It is also shown that about 
2% of the organization talent contributes  to 
most of the improvements. The current challenge 
is to identify and retain those 2%. Fortune top 
companies maintain four success factors to driving 
talent management through implementation of 16 
prerequisites. Human capital have identified key 
areas to tap in technological advances such analytics 
to improve talent management effectiveness. Various 
companies have realized impact on productivity, 
revenue generation, employee turnover and improved 
efficiencies on recruitment.
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Thomas Rings, Partner – Dubai, A.T. Kearney Middle East, 
began his presentation by highlighting the record high number 
of mergers and acquisitions in the chemical industry in 2017. 
The industry is becoming more volatile, complex and disruptive. 
Commenting on supply chains, he said that organizational 
health and capability building are critical components to 
help pivot supply chains when an organization is undergoing 
a big data- or analytics-led transition. There is a need to 
create balance in the supply chain environment between 
digitization and automation and the use of traditional resources. 
Companies must also develop a greater understanding of using 
data to gain bottom line impact.

The important topic of talent management was covered by 
Yahya Al Marzooqi, Sr. Advisor to the CEO, Borouge. Talent is 
beauty, and beauty is in the eye of the beholder, so we all see 
talent differently, he told the audience. However, there are four 
key elements that can describe talent: flexible thinking, strong 
abilities, being a change promoter and being a fast learner, 
and talent can only perform in the right environment. He urged 
leaders in the audience to take a journey through the different 
phases of the talent management process to achieve the 
optimum environment. Successful talent management needs 
right leadership, expertise and a supportive organizational 
culture, he added.

Dr. Salah Suood Al-Eissa, Director of Global Learning, SABIC 
Academy, highlighted the importance of creating a learning 

solution to drive manufacturing excellence. He further explained 
the role of leadership and critical operating rhythm as a success 
factor in driving excellence. He also advised leaders to adopt 
a hiring strategy tailored to the company’s specific aspired 
business results. Investment in learning solution can lead to 
significant improvement of bottom line results. There are four 
important components for a learning solution to be successful: 
creating a sense of urgency, ensuring leadership support, 
making it an experiential transformation and using business 
performance metrics to measure success. Reducing waste due 
to excess involvement from leadership is as critical as making 
processes lean. 

In the last session of the workshop Raffaele Breschi, Associate 
Partner at McKinsey & Company, said that ‘people analytics’ 
is the single most important tool to increase the strategic 
relevance of HR functions worldwide. People analytics 
means applying an analytical approach to human resource 
management leading to tangible improvements in workforce 
planning, recruitment, performance measurement and 
employee retention. It is crucial to build the dataset, which 
takes time. Breschi used the example of a recruitment process 
change adopted by a restaurant chain, which used a game that 
identifies candidates’ historically-proven success drivers. This 
led to lower attrition rates, a boost in performance, and cost 
savings in recruitment.
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The 7th edition of GPCA’s Leaders of Tomorrow powered by 
SABIC took place on day zero of the 10th GPCA Supply Chain 
Conference at the InterContinental Hotel in Festival City. The 
seminar was comprised of students and academia across the 
supply chain, engineering and wider fields of study from across 
the GCC. The seminar was kicked off in the morning of 8 May 
by GPCA Secretary General Dr. Abdulwahab Al Sadoun who 
gave the students an overview on Leaders of Tomorrow and 
its future direction in addition to a quick brief on the state of 

GPCA Leaders of 
Tomorrow – 7th edition

“This was a very interesting and beneficial 
experience for me. We met various experts on 
supply chain and it was a great opportunity to 
explore the industry from a global standpoint.”

Talal Khaled Al Hajery, Student, Yanbu University

“I learnt many new things from this conference 
about supply chain and its challenges but also 
met with new people from different parts of the 
world which made my experience worthwhile.”

Abdullah Al Yahya, Student, Yanbu University

the supply chain industry in the GCC. This introduction was 
followed by a presentation on connecting the Middle East to 
the world via the supply chain by Dr. Wolfgang Hoppman, 
CEO of Schmidt Logistics Middle East. Saleh Al Suwaiti, 
GM Procurement Center of Excellence at TASNEE then took 
students through drivers for supply chain improvement and a 
case study. 
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“I encourage other students to join Leaders 
of Tomorrow and take advantage of this 
opportunity. And I would like to thank the 
speakers for sharing their knowledge and 
experience with us.”

Rawan Ali Al Amri, Student, Yanbu University

To conclude the presentations, Yusra Al Zaher, a nominee for the Ibtikar 
category of the GPCA Supply Chain Awards, presented the students 
with her project on supply chain that led to her being shortlisted for the 
awards. Presentations were followed by an interactive session, designed 
and facilitated by Saleh Al Suwaiti, where students were given case studies 
on stakeholder management and customer clustering and worked on 
developing their findings as groups. They were then requested to present 
their conclusions to the attendees on stage. To conclude the program, 
attendees were taken on a field trip and site visit to the RSA-TALKE facility 
and ChemHub in Jebel Ali Freezone on a tour and explanation of the supply 
chain workings at TALKE.

Leaders of Tomorrow highlights

Æ https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=w18KZKF-bxs&feature=youtu.be
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The GPCA Supply Chain Conference offers an unmatched 
opportunity to grow your business network and meet with 
senior supply chain executives, technology partners, logistics 
operators and key decision-makers from the chemical and 
petrochemical industry. A dedicated exhibition as part of the 

event guarantees significant brand exposure to highly targeted 
and influential audience, the possibility to connect with key 
players in the market, strengthen and expand your network and 
generate prospective sales.

Networking opportunities

“This was my 8th year attending the GPCA 
Supply Chain Conferences. It has been very 
exciting to see the event grow and we are 
proud to have been part of the journey.”  

Marcus Meissner, Managing Partner – Middle East, 
Africa & Asia, Camelot Management Consultants
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GPCA released a new report ‘Supply Chain Collaboration in 
the Arabian Gulf’ during its 10th Supply Chain Conference. The 
report findings are based on a survey conducted by GPCA 
with 19 full member companies, accounting collectively for 
75% of total chemical output by volume in the Arabian Gulf. 
Based on the survey results, the report highlights the challenges 
and opportunities for collaboration among GPCA full member 
companies.

Publications released 
The 44th edition of Insight, GPCA’s bespoke industry publication, 
was also released during the event brining the latest interviews 
and analysis from leading industry professionals and renowned 
international experts. 

The conference mobile app offers a reliable and instant way to stay up to date with any event 
updates, the conference program and speakers and engage across all social media channels. 

Download GPCA 
events app
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All GPCA videos can be accessed on our official YouTube channel www.youtube.com/user/GPCAorg.

Conference curtain raiser video
GPCA set the stage for the two-day event with a special 
curtain raiser video which highlighted the latest challenges in 
supply chain management and the importance of 
collaboration to overcome and address them.

Æ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R041ta9ZLZY

Conference highlights video
All three days of networking, knowledge sharing and discussion 
were captured in the event’s highlights video available online. For 
those of you who were there and even those who did not attend, 
visit the official GPCA YouTube page to watch the full video.

Æ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q4ojMj_Siso

Tribute video for outgoing Supply 
Chain Committee Chairman
In a special recognition ceremony, GPCA paid tribute to the outgoing 
Board Member and Supply Chain Committee Chairman, Mohammad 
Husain, former President and CEO, EQUATE, who served on the 
board between 2012 and 2017. Ahmed Omar Abdulla, CEO, 
Borouge, and GPCA Board Member, presented Husain with a trophy 
on behalf of GPCA as a token of appreciation for his outstanding 
contributions over the past five years.

Æ https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=KFaPnmM4FwM

Video highlights
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#GPCASupplyChain on 
social media

2018

Impressions 4,800

Page likes 2,816

Engagement 49

2018

Impressions 49,200

Followers 3,083

New followers gained during the conference 339

GPCA #GPCASupplyChain tweets 40

Retweets by GPCA 50

Likes 106

Mentions 179

2018

Impressions 55,400

Total followers 15,400

New followers gained during the conference 265

Engagement level 1,561

Clicks 1,263

½  FACEBOOK

¾  TWITTER

Ã  LINKEDIN
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The conference in the newsPublication Al Ittihad
Description Print
Circulation 109,640
Ad Value $2,784

Date 11-05-2018

Publication Sky News Arabia

Description Broadcast 

Circulation 5,283,312

Ad Value N/A

Date 10-05-2018

Link

Publication Al Watan

Description Online 

Circulation 54,461

Ad Value $3,250

Date 10-05-2018

Link

Publication Al Roeya

Description Online

Circulation 162,044

Ad Value $3,250

Date 09-05-2018

Link

Publication Al Roeya
Description Print 
Circulation 100,000
Ad Value $10,033

Date 04-05-2018

Publication Al Khaleej
Description Print
Circulation 125,000
Ad Value $1,911

Date 11-05-2018
Publication Cement UAE 

Description Online
Circulation N/A

Ad Value $3,250
Date 13-05-2018

Link
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Sponsors and exhibitors

PLATINUM GOLD

ASSOCIATE SPONSORS

EXHIBITORS
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The GPCA Supply Chain Conference offers the ideal platform 
to network with industry thought leaders, government officials, 
supply chain experts, academia and representatives from 
GPCA member companies. Through an engaging conference 

program, case studies and Q&A sessions, it provides essential 
insight into key industry trends that prepare you to plan ahead 
for your business, strategy and investments.

Why attend?

NETWORK
with top supply chain leaders 
from around the GCC and the 
globe

INTERACT
with thought leaders, key 
influencers and decision makers 
through engaging presentations, 
case studies and Q&A sessions

OBTAIN
up-to-date market insight to 
make informed decisions for 
your business

JOIN
an extensive network of industry 
leaders, government officials, 
supply chain experts, academia, 
service providers and producers

CONNECT
with 260+ supply chain and 
logistics professionals and 
meet prospective clients

BE 
RECOGNIZED 
for your outstanding achievements 
at the GPCA Supply Chain 
Excellence Awards taking place 
alongside the event

Supply chain collaboration has been changing 
over the last few years and these sorts of 
events are very useful for people to learn what 
other industries and geographies are doing. I 
am sure we will see more conferences focused 
on this in the future.   

John Calder, Partner, Supply Chain and Procurement 
Practice, Baringa Partners
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The Gulf Petrochemicals and Chemicals Association (GPCA) represents the downstream hydrocarbon 
industry in the Arabian Gulf. Established in 2006, the association voices the common interests of more 
than 250 member companies from the chemical and allied industries, accounting for over 95% of chemical 
output in the Gulf region. The industry makes up the second largest manufacturing sector in the region, 
producing over US$ 108 billion worth of products a year.

The association supports the region’s petrochemical and chemical industry through advocacy, networking 
and thought leadership initiatives that help member companies to connect, to share and advance 
knowledge, to contribute to international dialogue, and to become prime influencers in shaping the future of 
the global petrochemicals industry.

Committed to providing a regional platform for stakeholders from across the industry, the GPCA manages 
six working committees - Plastics, Supply Chain, Fertilizers, International Trade, Research and Innovation, 
and Responsible Care - and organizes five world-class events each year. The association also publishes an 
annual report, regular newsletters and reports.

For more information, please visit www.gpca.org.ae
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